Global Provider of Mobile Key Services for Hotels

Zaplox GO
Get a swift start to launch a mobile guest journey with
check in, mobile keys and check out. Zaplox GO offers
a quick, easy and keyless solution for your hotel
regardless of what PMS you run.

Zaplox is the market innovator leading
the way in mobile key technology since
2010. We help hotels create a world-class
revenue generating mobile guest journey.

Ready to GO with any PMS
With Zaplox GO you can eliminate the traditional hassle of
front desk lines and check-in delays for a seamless arrival.
Not only that - but guests can check in and access their room
using their smartphone as well as receive notifications, act on
special offers and upgrades, check out and book their next
stay right from their mobile device.
Strengthen your relationship with your guests, increase
efficiency and drive guest loyalty by offering Zaplox GO
convenience that delivers the best possible mobile experience.

Zaplox GO offers a swift start to
launching a mobile guest journey.
Zaplox apps are fully customized for both iOS and Android.

KEYLESS
Can replace or co-exist with all
current key card technologies
Benefit from cost savings, increased
security and eliminate waste of plastic cards.

PROFITABLE
Deliver better service and
personalized offers to your guests
Easily create revenue generating offers
that are customizable to fit various
guest segments.

SMART
Smart services all the way
Guests can access all services from one
convenient app and staff is freed up to
engage with guests.

Learn more about Zaplox products and how they can benefit your hotel and keep guests coming back.
CONTACT US: SALES@ZAPLOX.COM | ZAPLOX.COM

Quick, Easy and Keyless

Zaplox GO

KEY FEATURES:

Start your mobile guest journey with Zaplox
GO. It´s an easy and smart way to offer mobile check in, check out and promotions to
your guests. Zaplox GO integrates with your
lock system and offer mobile keys directly to
your guests smartphone.

Check In - Mobile Key - Check Out
Lock Integration
SaaS Solution
Works on all major platforms
Options available through upgrade to our
Zaplox Premium or Zaplox SDK.

ZAPLOX GO INCLUDES:
Customer Branded to Your Hotel

Room Ready Notification

Guest Interaction Portal

Notifications

Offer Management

Ratings (Tripadvisor style)

Lock Integration

ID Scan Application

Check In/ Early Check In

Text Message (Two-way)

SMS Deeplink

Mobile Key

Key from Front Desk

Check-out Notification

Usage Statistics in Portal

Book Next Stay

Explore our unique mobile solutions
Zaplox GO, Zaplox Premium, Zaplox SDK, Zaplox Traveler, and Zaplox Mobile Kiosk
sales@zaplox.com www.zaplox.com

